CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA	8l
At this gate, fixed roughly halfway upon the road
and surrounded by khat groves, you used to show your
pass to Harrar. I had none but slipped through by
the simple procesl : When in difficulties and in Africa, keep
quiet.
The air was fresher, the earth a deeper red. Instead of
breaking like old cake it held in warm clods. Khat, the
tall bare-stalked shrub whose glossy dark green leaves
Harraris chew for dope, grew in neat rows around. As we
passed, bare-breasted Galla women of the Harrar country -
side pressed themselves against the rock-face in fear of our
swaying machine ; on their backs were heavy loads of the
smooth leaf.
We were through the gates. We passed the soft mountain
lake of Harrarmaya, where the young Tafari once
saved himself from drowning when the rest of his boat-
load went under. In the maize, which pestilence had
killed, heavy loll-humped Zebu oxen were munching the
rotten stalks. It was a huge maizefield, inexplicably struck
down.
On a short slope more women had set out baskets. This
was a market where they sold injura, the Ethiopian bread
made in flat porous pancakes, coffee beans and khat. As
we drew level, two men got out of an old Ford and stopped
us. First they talked with the driver, who shook in
succession his head, his body and his arms, and uttered
excitable noises of protest. Then with Haji Asfar Omar,
who put on one of his most learned airs, as if he indeed
were receiving secret " informations." The Haji came back
and said : " You must get down and go with them. They
are very suspicious about you. They say, where's your
pass."
Fearful, but clutching my rifle still, I abandoned my
baggage and stepped, as they grimly invited me, into the
old Ford. One of the two Ethiopians was in khaki with a
topee to match and a fluffy blue feather to the side of it;
he looked sporting, I hoped he would give me a chance.
He talked with a stutter, had an athletic rawbone face.
The other, who drove, was much smaller and more delicately
made, an obvious clerk.
We drove rapidly towards Harrar, leaping over obstructions

